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The composite chart represents the fusion of energy that two people create when they
come together. It is a third being. Like a child, it inherits qualities of both parents,
though it has a life all its own and exists independently of either of them. The following
interpretations should be regarded as being for the relationship itself, taken as an
independent entity, as this relates to the meaning for each individual within it.

Introduction

The Relationship Report for two individuals applies to any type of relationship. It
focuses on the relationship itself, rather than on the individuals who make it up. First a
composite chart (mid-point chart) is created. The composite chart represents the fusion
of energy that two people create when they come together in relationship. It is a third
being. Like a child, it inherits qualities of both parents, though it has a life all its own and
exists independently of either of them. The following interpretations should be regarded
as being for the relationship itself, taken as an independent entity.

In the following report, each planetary placement and aspect is examined to reveal the
basic qualities of your relationship, with the most important factors described first.
Please keep in mind that these descriptions are not meant to put limitations on the
relationship, but merely to describe its inherent tendencies. Challenging aspects can
become the greatest strength of a relationship if you can both learn how to successfully
navigate those issues, with good communication between you playing a vital role. For
definitions of astrological terms, please refer to the glossary at the end of this report.

Chart Patterns

Funnel, focal planet Mars 

You have the planetary pattern type called the 'funnel' shape. All your planets form a
group, with the exception of the focal point, one planet or two planets in conjunction.



Your energies tend to be channeled through this focus. You will have abilities in the
occupied area of the chart, and goals in the direction of the focal point. The focal
planet(s) symbolizes how your energies will be expressed, and where you seek to have
your needs met or achieve your purpose.

The placement of Mars in the composite chart reveals the area of your shared activity in
pursuit of partnership goals, and where ego needs may be identified.

Mars in the Eighth House (or sign) brings out a passionate and intense drive in your
relationship. You two tend to move in proud, strong-willed and stubborn ways, and you
create a noticeable presence that will likely prove to be a powerful influence on those
around you. It may work best if you make an effort to take this naturally competitive
drive and consciously create a shared alliance around a specific activity such as joint
investments or investigations. In a romantic context, your shared sexual energy is very
important to both of you, making this an ideal placement for passionate involvement.
Your joint instinct is powerful, and often confidently enacted. Your urge for personal
security is strong, and when you let your ego-drives interfere with your good sense, you
may lapse into quarrelsome and self-indulgent patterns. When higher consciousness is
involved, you can tap into great healing energies for your relationship and for each
other individually. You each like getting your own way, so that it is important to you align
your goals, and when you do, you create a powerful synergy. When you cultivate self-
discipline and strive for objective rather than selfish motivations, the power of your
shared drive can have a profound effect on both of you and on the world around you as
well.

Composite Mars in Taurus (or the second house) brings out a persistent and patient
drive in your relationship and gives it an endurance that may outlast many others. Your
shared energy may not burst from the gate and it may take one or the other of you
working individually to get things started, but once you do get things going, they will
tend to keep going. Since money and security are important shared concerns this is a
good placement for business partnerships. Taken to an extreme, your relationship can
also bring out inflexibility in each of you or possessive attitudes. In romantic
relationships, you may go out of your way to experience sensual pleasures and luxury.
If there are challenging aspects to Mars, you could find that you need to work through a
tendency for acquisitiveness, or resentment toward each other. As a partnership you
are likely to have an artistic flair and you function well in the realm of the material and
tangible world. You benefit when you cultivate an attitude of sharing and a more relaxed
approach toward money matters.

Yod, focal planet Mars 

You have a Yod planetary aspect pattern in your chart, also known as the 'finger of
God'. This pattern consists of two different planets forming inconjunct aspects of 150` to
a third, or focal, point. Usually there will be a marked emphasis on the area of life



represented by this focal point, which may be one planet, or two or more in conjunction.
You may have physical or psychological problems associated with the expression of the
energies of the focal planet or planets, creating a subtle form of tension in your life. The
key is adjustment. Your lesson is to transform the expression of these energies along
more positive lines.

Important Features

Composite Saturn in Cancer (20° Can 58') 
Composite Saturn in the Tenth House 

Saturn in the composite chart reveals the area of your shared experience where you
will encounter limitations and build long-lasting success through trials of
accomplishment.

Saturn in the Tenth House (or sign) brings out an ambitious and clear-minded quality in
your relationship, with a strong sense of shared responsibility. Saturn finds its most
natural placement here, and together you tend to be especially persistent, careful and
calculating, with a strong capacity for mastery and achievement. In a romantic
relationship, you may be so achievement oriented that there is a danger of missing out
on the more personal goal of simply relating to each other, perhaps because you are
working through subconscious fears that if you don't conquer the world first, then it will
conquer you instead. The trick is to balance your mutual need for achievement with just
being, with no need for anything beyond the sharing of yourselves with each other. As a
partnership you tend to be cautious and rarely take chances. You may have difficulties,
limitations or delays in the achievement of your joint goals, but your careful approach
usually leads to success in the end. When your relationship is at its best, it can help you
move from a personal drive for power in the world into an enlightened process of acting
for the betterment of society itself.

Composite Saturn in Cancer (or the fourth house) symbolizes a blockage or a
deepening and concentration between you regarding your sense of safety and security
in your relationship and also your capacity to express feelings. One or both of you may
seem to be rigid and unemotional to the other, and this behavior might stem from
problems with the parental care and guidance received in your early years, so that
these issues are up for healing. You may also feel limitations around the creation and
maintenance of any shared space that you might establish. Security is very important to
your relationship and may take the form of a joint striving for material rewards. The
more that each of you can accept and integrate the personal and intimate world of your
own and each other's feelings, the more you will break through barriers of fear and
isolation and experience true intimacy and love with each other. You are also quite likely
to have a focus on your home environment. If you share a home or plan to, there will be
a strong mutual interest in making it a good one, and also difficulties to overcome in this



regard. You may put a tremendous amount of work into this project, but the eventual
result creates a powerful bond between you. Another major lesson in this relationship is
to more fully and deeply understand and value your partner's true origins, as different
as they may be from your own. This will bring about greater understanding and
acceptance between you, and eventually build a sense of security within the
relationship.

Composite Uranus in Scorpio (2° Sco 16') 
Composite Uranus in the Second House 

Uranus in the composite chart reveals the area of your shared experience where you
will encounter unusual and unexpected circumstances and where the relationship
benefits from lack of structure.

Uranus in the Second House (or sign) symbolizes a relationship with an eclectic focus
on shared security and material possessions. You are likely to be concerned about
maintaining stability in what is almost guaranteed to be a changing environment. You
may have shared possessions or finances that you value at one point, but this can
change rather suddenly, and you may have to start over from scratch. In a romantic
context, your shared income can also fluctuate. As a result of all this flux, you may find
it easier to simply create your own set of values, or to experiment with alternative
lifestyles. If yours is a working partnership, you are likely to value your autonomy and
you may be motivated to start your own business together. You two benefit from getting
in touch with what you truly value, as opposed to what conventionality dictates. Then
your efforts will allow new resources, both material and spiritual, to evolve in your life
and consciousness, adding to the greater good of society.

Composite Uranus in Scorpio (or the eighth house) symbolizes a relationship that is
willful with an eclectic sense of shared values and an unusual emotional connection.
There is likely to be an undercurrent of feelings between you, which may in fact uncover
each partner's secret depths. Shared finances are also apt to fluctuate. Your
relationship also has the potential for dramatic eruptions under stress, whether
physical, financial or emotional. In a romantic relationship the emotional stress that you
feel from time to time may be part of the charm of the connection. Sexual passion may
have a fitful quality to it, with great intensity at times, and also times when you need to
take space from each other. You may also feel that you are psychically linked, and be
able to tune in on each other's feelings from a distance. You may also experience joint
loss through the sudden departure or unexpected death of a loved one. If so, such a
trial may serve an underlying purpose in your shared life and go a long way to deepen
intimacy and understanding between you. As a partnership, you share a keen intuition
and great power to transform yourselves and your relationship as you evolve. You also
may share an unconventional fascination with sexuality, or issues of death and rebirth.
Your relationship exists in part to enable each of you to discover new dimensions of
your individual emotional experience.



Composite Venus in Scorpio (9° Sco 52') 
Composite Venus in the Second House 

The placement of Venus in the composite chart reveals the area of your shared
emotional focus and love and where mutual enjoyment and benefit lies.

Venus in the Second House (or sign) indicates that there is a solid basis of good will
and financial stability between you. Your relationship thrives on shared values and a
mutual appreciation of art and beautiful surroundings. If you have a communal space of
any kind it is likely to be elegantly furnished. In a romantic relationship, this placement
symbolizes a strong need for commitment and for creating a pleasurable life style
together. Your love is earthy, grounded and long lasting. It is very likely that you will own
your own home or property at some point in time, should you remain together. You like
to entertain and show off your possessions and your living space. Just be careful not to
let your appreciation of the finer things of life distract you from the internal beauty of the
love you feel between you. As a partnership, you do well in investment or real estate
You value material things and excel in the appraisal and exchange of these things, and
indeed with your finances generally. You have your feet very much on the ground in
these matters. You also value art for art's sake, and will always be able to take an
abiding sense of enjoyment from music and the arts.

Composite Venus in Scorpio (or the eighth house) indicates a deep emotional
connection between you and also a solid basis in your relationship for shared finances.
In your partnership, a great deal of value is placed on feelings. There is likely to be a
serious degree of affection between you with an intensity of emotion that runs deeper
than ordinary friendship. Over the course of time, one or both of you may come into a
new viewpoint on your own internal process of integration through the agency of this
relationship. Obviously this placement makes great sense in a romantic context. Your
contact goes entirely beyond surface associations and may include passionate physical
connection as well as profound feelings for each other. The depth of your sharing brings
powerful emotions within each of you closer to consciousness, and you may find a
transformational seismic shift is unleashed within your own psyche through the love you
share. As a partnership, you handle shared resources well, either your joint finances or
those of others. You are adept at handling other people's money. Together you have the
gift to discern what is most important in making the next fiduciary move. You will always
have more to learn from each other, especially at an emotional level.

Composite Jupiter in Libra (20° Lib 06') 
Composite Jupiter in the First House 

Jupiter in the composite chart reveals the area of your shared experience where you
will find mutual good fortune and faith in positive outcomes.

Jupiter in the First House (or sign) indicates a relationship that is strong in self-esteem.



You are expansive and abundant together, and are likely to have good luck with the
material side of your lives. Your relationship to each other and with the world grows
through your shared passion for freedom and independence, and also a penchant for
fun and adventure. In a romantic context, a feeling of can-do is an important component
of your self-image with each other. You are unusually fortunate in most things that you
attempt, and possess a jovial sense of fun that makes your way easier along your
shared road. You have an extremely optimistic nature as a duo. You two tend to see
possibility in everything, jointly viewing the glass as half-full rather than half-empty. This
is valuable, and takes you far in life. You benefit by making sure that the natural faith
you have in your relationship's power remains grounded and focused on assessing
practical steps in a sustainable way and when you temper your boundless enthusiasm
with a healthy sense of limitation.

Composite Jupiter in Libra (or the seventh house) emphasizes the refined and idealistic
aspects of your relationship. You two tend to experience the relationship itself as the
true source of your shared happiness and this placement is one of the very best for
romantic relationships . Together, you work well with other people, and may become
known for your fairness. You each grow when you engage in these kinds of activities.
You may form the type of partnership that will make a habit of championing both sides
of a dispute and making sure that the underdog has his say. You may also be
outwardly-directed as a partnership, and concerned with what others might think. Ina
romantic relationship, you are likely to find enjoyment everywhere together. Your
relationship grows through exploring art and beauty wherever you may find it. You
benefit when you develop your shared capacity to stop and smell the flowers and follow
your energy to serve each other and the relationship, so that rather than pursuing the
socially derived mandate to steam ahead, you allow your focus to be on simply getting
your boat down the river.

Composite Chiron in Aries (27° Ari 37'R) 
Composite Chiron in the Seventh House 

Chiron in the composite chart reveals the area of your shared experience where you
will encounter patterns of wounds and deep connection and where eventual healing
and empathy will occur.

Chiron in the Seventh House (or sign) indicates a relationship that provides you both
with an opportunity to face and heal deeply held wounds regarding your ability to relate
with each other and those around you intimately. With this placement, you share a
tremendous desire to connect with other people, as well as a tremendous frustration
that arises from your inability to do so. Your attempts to connect may have been
frustrated through experiences of early childhood, when you each wanted contact with
others but were rejected or somehow prevented from establishing meaningful
relationships with them. As a consequence, you have focused on these connections
ever since and perhaps created this relationship in an attempt to finally heal these



wounds. It becomes extremely important to establish a connection with another person,
yet this contact, so desired and even longed for, can also be extremely painful. Any
partial rejection can cause you to have to revisit the original pain. As time goes on, you
may notice you sabotage your relationship experiences. You may also become
compulsively attached to the idea of close personal involvement, valuing a desired
union over your experience as an isolated ego, "on your own". Yet your very wholeness
depends on your being able to stand independently. As you take advantage of this
connection to become more fully conscious of the early wounding that you experienced,
you can move through your pain toward a less fear-based way of relating, without
recreating the self-undoing or the extreme sensitivity from before. You may also find
that you can take the conscious knowledge you have gained through this process
further by helping other people deal with these same issues. As you grow sure of
yourselves, your wisdom with interpersonal relationships becomes a great source of
strength for you relationship and for those around you as well.

Composite Chiron in Aries (or the First House) indicates a relationship that provides an
opportunity for the two of you to face and heal deeply held wounds with regard to your
vital force to be and to initiate within the relationship. With this placement of Chiron,
your very sense of the relationship may be threatened by disturbing realizations and
painful memories. Together, you may work through pain that arose from feeling belittled
and put down, rather than encouraged, by the significant adult figures around you in
your formative years. Within this relationship you may encounter and overcome
obstacles that prevent yourselves from reaching your full potential. You may find that in
this relationship, you operate more from a fear of failing than from the expectation of
success that would breed confidence for further achievement. You may find yourselves
sacrificing your own goals to the goals of the other, or to those around you, because
they seem somehow more important or at least deserving of priority treatment. Either
one of you may feel a keen lack of achievement in your own life, and compensate by
trying too hard to help others, putting yourself in the background. As long as these
relationship patterns operate more or less unconsciously, they are difficult to overcome,
so the first step in surmounting them is to become more conscious of what's going on
inside. Become aware of your own pain. Acknowledge and discover more about what
exactly went on in past relationships to make you both feel so resigned with your
present abilities in this one. At that point you can begin to come out from behind your
painful experiences and really show yourselves to each other and to the world around
you. With a more conscious understanding of your own dynamics, you can begin to
help others in how they deal with similar issues, transforming your false sense of
vicarious achievement into a strong center of true friendship.

Composite Moon in Libra (28° Lib 03' 14") 
Composite Moon in the First House 

The placement of the composite Moon defines the core emotional focus of your
relationship. It indicates the most sensitive area between you.



The composite Moon in Aries indicates a relationship that provides a strong and solid
base for a wide range of emotional expression between you. In your relationship,
emotions are likely to be keenly felt, direct and spontaneous. You two tend to have an
ardent feeling nature with inclinations toward quick bursts of passion, expressing your
independence and impulsiveness. You may be the first ones to respond to a problem
when it comes your way. Regardless of how you operate on your own, you tend to
jointly react to situations with action rather than reflection. In a romantic relationship,
you enjoy a shared capacity for fun and fireworks, although your passion may be
variable. Allow the passion to come when it comes, and go when it goes; you can trust
it will eventually return again, as enthusiastically as ever. In this relationship, you may
find you can hold space for each other so you can each share pent up feelings from
experiences in the outside world. You may find you also have a strong competitive
streak when you are together, which, combined with an attack-first attitude, may reveal
subtle feelings of insecurity if carefully examined. Your relationship will tend to evoke in
each of you a strong sense of independence and great physical daring and courage.

The composite Moon in Libra indicates a relationship that provides a strong sense of
beauty, harmony and mutual rapport to meet its needs for emotional security. You may
feel that you constantly strive for balance between opposing points of view. Your
emotional connection is important to you and benefits your relationship in many ways.
In a romantic connection you have strong feelings of comfort and ease when you are
together. With all the courtesy and graceful elegance that passes between and around
you, it is helpful if you can ensure that your genuine emotional reactions also get
across. Together you like to please and should beware of a tendency to be all things to
all people. You two truly enjoy each other's company, and the company of others, and
you may have a frequent need to touch base with each other. Your relationship
possesses an elusive sweetness of nature to which each of you may strive to be true.

Composite Neptune in Sagittarius (10° Sag 31') 
Composite Neptune in the Third House 

Neptune in the composite chart reveals the area of your shared experience where you
will encounter idealization and nebulous spiritual feelings that will lead you to self-
discovery.

Neptune in the Third House (or sign) brings out a clever and subtle charm in your
communication with each other, with also the possibility of misunderstandings between
you. This placement can bring indecision to your communication process with each
other, and an idealism of the latent potential for connection between you that does not
always find its realization. There may be misapplied models of understanding that
cause some degree of deception in the information that you receive from each other,
either intentionally or due to unconscious behavior on the part of one or both of you. On
the up side, your broad-mindedness and creative mentality together may make up for



the potential difficulties. In a romantic relationship, you two tend to be witty and poetic
together, with a love of dreaming that ranks just above your love of learning. There is a
possibility that verbal interaction may lead to some confusion, no matter how hard you
work to clearly express yourselves. You benefit from developing your capacity to
communicate together non-verbally, through touch or dance. If you take the time to
focus your joint creative potential you might find yourselves channeling mystical wisdom
that comes from beyond and serves you better than the mundane information that is
routinely available.

Composite Neptune in Sagittarius (or the ninth house) brings an impressionable,
idealistic and highly intuitive quality to your relationship. As a partnership, you two are
likely to be inclined to the mystical, and high minded, perhaps seeing life in terms of the
poetic rather than the practical. You have a natural bent for philosophical discourse or
perhaps teaching together, but you may need to guard against over-idealization. You
are likely to share a belief in the unknown, and to have a great desire to explore, travel
and experiment with new ways of doing things. In close interpersonal relationship, you
can always enjoy the extra romantic edge that comes along with your shared
adventuring. Together you may have an urge to get away from it all on a regular basis,
and may be attracted to spiritual studies, or psychedelics and the like to achieve
transcendent states. You benefit when you are careful not to get too carried away with
your ideas, and when you find ways to ground your flights of fancy into concrete
realities.

Composite Sun in Libra (26° Lib 55' 51") 
Composite Sun in the First House 

The placement of the composite Sun defines the core identity of your relationship, and
the place where it finds its greatest vitality. It gives you a sense of the predominant
flavor of the relationship.

With the Composite Sun in Aries, your relationship centers on a strong initiating quality.
As a duo you are very good at taking your powerful outgoing energy and using it for
creativity and generally getting things done together. Like the first rush of spring, your
relationship has a headstrong pioneering quality to it. You may be inclined to take some
risks together in your enthusiasm. You benefit when you learn to reflect and pace
yourselves before you rush in. In a romantic relationship, you may share an acute need
for love and affection. This relationship has an inherent vitality all its own and you may
find that when you are not bringing new ideas into being, you spend much of your time
being physically active. You may also find that your joint energy burns out as brilliantly
as it blazes up, and it will benefit you to build rest and recuperation time into your
shared life together.. It is helpful to you to take short rests apart from each other,
especially if your individual sun signs are other than fiery Aries. Regardless of how
either of you may be separately, your partnership will tend to bring out a strong sense of
will and a self-centered approach in the pursuit of your mutual goals. When you take



time to give those around you as much attention as you give yourselves, and learn to
develop receptivity as you move forward, you bring more balance to the situation.

The Composite Sun in Libra indicates a relationship that centers on the principles of
harmony and beauty. Libra is the sign of balance and relationship, and strives for
harmony between polarization, and the Sun there makes for a particularly strong
placement in composite charts. Your relationship is likely to exude good taste, elegance
and charm. You are natural partners for each other, and your preferred mode of living is
in relationship, and in abiding connection with others that you meet through life. An
excellent outlet for your joint love of beauty is in artistic pursuits of all kinds. In a
romantic relationship, this is obviously a very good sign for a committed partnership.
Intimacy stands as an exceedingly high value for you both, as does the principal of
justice and fairness between you. You will likely go out of your way to avoid a quarrel. If
and when conflict arises, the best course of action for you will be to stop immediately
and take space for a while. . As a partnership, you may find that you have a tendency to
understand and support both sides of a dispute. You may also find that together you
have a hard time making a decision. You benefit from strengthening your will to act in
favor of your higher purpose, which lies ultimately in dedicating yourselves and your
partnership to humanitarian ideals.

Composite Mercury in Scorpio (12° Sco 09') 
Composite Mercury in the Second House 

Mercury in the composite chart reveals the quality of the communication process in
your relationship, and an area of your shared experience where intellectual
compatibility is to be found.

Composite Mercury in Taurus brings a slow and thoughtful mentality to your
relationship, which is well grounded in reality. With this placement, you learn more from
practical matters than from schooling. In fact, you two will probably not discuss and
share Ideas unless they have a practical application. You will also tend to consider an
idea carefully and thoroughly before acting on it. This is a great placement for business
relationships as well as personal ones, blessing working partnerships with a gift for
sound decision making. This relationship also inspires an artistic quality of mind,
together with a well-developed aesthetic sense. You may also find in each one of you a
strong tendency to go your own way, and to believe what you want to believe. You each
may profit from cultivating a more open-minded attitude. You benefit when you
remember to combine the tried and true with an equal helping of movement to inspire
growth.

Composite Mercury in Scorpio gives a very intensely careful and controlled quality to
the communication in your relationship. You tend to make joint plans slowly, and stick to
them resolutely. Your shared mental and observational powers are strong and your
thoughts as a partnership run deep. You two tend to desire to connect with each other



in a profound way. You may not immediately express your ideas; instead choosing to
get your point across nonverbally, or when you decide that the time is right. You may
also have a tendency to make judgments about each other and those around you. It
benefits your relationship if you each make a practice of acceptance and understanding
of each other. This bodes well for the two of you as long as you live from what is alive in
you and not from fear or defensiveness. Your joint will is strong, and you have a
passion for discovering the truth behind surface appearances. You tend to penetrate the
depths of any subject. When you are as compassionate as you are penetrating, the
relationship and all it touches can't help but truly benefit from these powers of 'psychic
surgery.'

Composite Pluto in Libra (9° Lib 56') 
Composite Pluto in the First House 

Pluto in the composite chart reveals the area of your shared experience where you will
encounter your mutual drive for power and which will be transformative for the
relationship.

Pluto in the First House (or sign) indicates a relationship with a tremendous drive for
self-transformation, and a mutual desire to begin new cycles of evolutionary
development together. As a partnership you may seem to possess an instinctual desire
to explore all kinds of new directions, and you are likely to experience a strong sense of
shared adventure along the way. You may also experience an intensity of connection
between you that can lead you deeper into yourselves as you sort things out, and that
could also be expressed as a form of struggle for ascendancy, either over your shared
environment or over each other. In a romantic involvement, it may help to recognize
that the genesis of such competition lies in each of you individually, and you each win
when you are able to step back from the arm wrestling and pay attention to what's
going on inside yourself. It can also help to pay attention to where the other person is
coming from. When you learn how to really listen to each other you can head off the
power struggles that can devastate your partnership and others around you. New
directions for the relationship can be created with each of you working with rather than
against each other. As the will of each of you becomes the will of both, synergistic co-
creation can occur. And as you dedicate yourselves and your journey to higher ideals,
you have the potential to become a channel for healing yourself and society around you
as well.

Composite Pluto in Libra (or the seventh house) gives your relationship an intense
focus on satisfying your individual needs and desires by pairing up with each other.
There may be an almost fated sense of connection between you; that you have come
together for some powerful reason. In this relationship, you have a calling to learn all
about the nature of your partner's needs and expectations, and there may also be
power issues to contend with as one or the other unconsciously tries to dominate. As
you sort things out with each other, you will transform yourselves around the issues of



balance and control. In a romantic relationship, this transformation toward balance may
at first manifest as an unconscious acting out of traditional roles. As you begin to resist
playing out old patterns with your partner, a powerful love/hate response may arise in
either one of you. Getting to the point where your will becomes harmonized with your
partner takes time, but eventually the two of you will develop the ability to at least
partially begin to "act as one," as power struggles give way to shared love and mutual
respect. Gaining the courage to begin to confront these patterns becomes the
challenge. You benefit when you allow time for shared reflection when your needs are
not being met. A great deal of self-knowledge will be generated through your
discussions around the issues of power sharing versus unilateral control once you can
learn to really hear each other.

Sun, Moon, Rising Sign Features

Libra Rising 

The composite Rising Sign is the image that this partnership presents to others and
characterizes the nature of the relationship.

Relationships with composite Libra rising exude a gracious, attractive and unbiased air.
You mutually seek harmony and beauty in your surroundings. Libra is the sign of
balance and strives for harmony between polarizations. Your relationship brings out in
each of you an attitude that the natural mode of living is in relationship with others,
which makes this a great placement for a powerful feeling of shared commitment
between you. Your ruling planet is Venus, and you are likely known as a partnership for
your good taste, elegance and charm. An excellent outlet for your love of beauty is in
artistic pursuits of all kinds. In a romantic context, good connections with others outside
of your relationship are quite important to you, as are issues of social justice. You
function more smoothly when you remember to honor the beauty as well as the
practical concerns of your shared living space. You two will go out of your way to avoid
a quarrel, but you may have a hard time making concrete decisions together. As a
partnership, you excel in shared activity that leads to better and more harmonious
connections between people in your sphere of influence. You benefit from strengthening
your will to act in favor of your higher purpose, which lies ultimately in dedicating
yourself and your partnership to fair-minded support for all of humanity.

Composite Saturn in strong sextile 
(within 0.1 degrees) with Ascendant 

The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.

This aspect between Composite Saturn and Ascendant signifies a responsible and
stable relationship, but with perhaps some limitations to contend with. As a partnership,



you are very aware of the ties that bind you together. You have some difficulties to deal
with in sustaining the relationship, but working through difficulties gives your connection
with each other a strength that it might not otherwise possess. On the plus side there is
likely to be an achievement orientation to your partnership that can take you far toward
established goals. It may also be that there is an age difference or that one partner
looks up to the other for guidance. Any hardships that have to be worked through as
this relationship progresses may eventually be taken as an indication of the strong bond
that remains between you.

Composite Jupiter in semi-sextile 
(within 2.5 degrees) with Ascendant 

The planetary energies attract each other, require effort, allow entry of new information.

This aspect between Composite Jupiter and Ascendant signifies an optimistic and
growth oriented relationship, with high ideals and good vitality. As a partnership, you
are spiritually motivated, and possess a quiet strength which is invariably helpful to
others and which takes you far in the world. This is an excellent aspect for success
especially in a business relationship, or in a romantic relationship or friendship that has
an additional career orientation. As a partnership, you might only have to guard against
being overly optimistic at times, for your enthusiasm for life takes you far. Honors and
material success accompany your union. You are attracted to higher learning, and the
fine arts, and you are courageous in your approach to shared goals. You do not
necessarily reach out to others, being content with your own society, although you will
undoubtedly garner respect for your presence as a pair, and together you make loyal
friends and few enemies. You are possessed of similar outlooks, and are likely to share
a system of belief. Your philosophical common ground may prove to be a mainstay of
your connection with each other.

Composite Mars in weak trine 
(within 4.0 degrees) with Ascendant 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

This aspect between Composite Mars and Ascendant signifies a relationship that is
energetic, active and outgoing. You may find that as a unit you are more confident and
accomplishment oriented than as individuals. You have a strong sense of yourselves as
a partnership, and are likely to make some waves when you put your heads together.
You may have an excess of out-going initiative that is obvious to others around you.
Physical activity as a partnership might be an appealing way for you to find a useful and
enjoyable outlet. When you channel your considerable energy into constructive
directions you will go far operating as a team.

Composite Sun in strong conjunction 



(within 1.1 degrees) with Moon 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.

This conjunction between composite Sun and Moon is one of the aspects that most
strongly indicate long-term compatibility in any kind of relationship , and particularly in
an intimate connection . Together, you tend to be self-contained, possessing a quiet,
harmonious strength. As a partnership, your emotional responses are likely to be well
integrated with your conscious understanding, so that you react and respond easily and
steadily to most of what comes down your path. There is a good level of tolerance
indicated, and also the ability to easily let go of what doesn't work. Together you also
experience a high degree of sureness of purpose. This unity tends to help make this
relationship into a strong center that can hold both of you. Because you so much see
eye to eye, it can benefit you to get a third opinion once in a while. As central as this
relationship may become to you both, it is helpful to remember to make sure that it rests
within an even larger center that includes the rest of your lives.

Composite Sun in strong opposition 
(within 0.7 degrees) with Chiron 

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction;
integration is the challenge.

With this aspect between your composite Sun and Chiron you have a relationship with
healing potential. You are likely to experience some degree of painful realizations
through this partnership, and you also may be able to heal important issues of your own
as a result. Chiron is called "the wounded healer" because it represents the archetype
of imperfection and loss which when integrated leads to compassion and understanding
of your own and others' suffering. There could for example have been trauma in your
early years concerning your parenting or parental protection may have been withdrawn
too suddenly or misapplied, and this is the type of issue that you and your partner are
striving to bring to conscious understanding in the context of this relationship. Since you
have had some experience with these fires of difficulty you are likely as a partnership to
be interested in the helping professions, and may eventually assist others, as well as
yourselves, in reaching better levels of acceptance and integration of their dark places.

Composite Sun in square 
(within 0.4 degrees) with Saturn 

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards
through effort over time.

This aspect gives a deepening and concentration, or a blockage, in the capacity for the
relationship to express itself. You may find yourselves wondering from time to time, are



we committed or not? This relationship tends to go through periods of low energy, when
it seems to go nowhere, or when you just don't see each other much at all. Other times,
you two can create one of the most ambitious teams around, and may actually leave
some mark behind in the world. Look to the placement of the signs and houses involved
as to how this ambition might materialize. When your relationship experiences a period
of depression or dormancy, it benefits you to learn to let go and stay positive, trusting
that it will pick up again when the time is right.

Composite Sun in conjunction 
(within 0.4 degrees) with Uranus 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.

With this aspect between composite Sun and Uranus, your relationship has an
eccentric and uniquely idealistic quality. This is likely to be an electric and inventive
relationship that moves along an erratic course of starts and stops but is always
interesting. Together you rebel against the norm, and generally do so with style. You
have the capacity to support each other in inventing new approaches and developing
original thinking. This way you help each other to push the envelope of conventionality,
and perhaps at times stretching beyond the breaking point. In a romantic context, you
may also have a propensity to give each other little jolts just where you know it will
evoke the biggest buzz, creating tension that keeps things exciting, and can also be
occasionally irritating. Your relationship may need lots of space. Give each other a long
leash, and you are likely to find a rhythm that includes regular time both together and
apart, allowing fruitful continuity. Your penchant for the new, the unusual, and the
downright quirky will add much adventure to your life together. You benefit as a
partnership from channeling your energetic and visionary impulses into concrete forms
for the benefit of yourselves and the community around you.

Composite Moon in strong opposition 
(within 0.1 degrees) with Chiron 

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction;
integration is the challenge.

This aspect in your composite chart symbolizes a relationship in which there is difficulty
with the feminine and nurturing side of life, and also great potential for healing these
areas as you work together. Of course the important early model for the feminine is
mother, and it is likely that one or both of you experienced some degree of painful
episodes there. If there were such traumas in your early relationship with your own
mother or significant female parental figure, in the course of this relationship these may
be helped toward resolution. In a marriage partnership, there may also be issues to be
healed with your children, and the mothering and nurturing that they require. Role
models may also come into play here, as you expand your understanding of who you



really are in the context of this relationship. Issues with mother are of course endemic in
both modern and ancient culture, as typified in mythology. Perhaps you had a close
relationship, but yet your needs were somehow not met, resulting in unconscious
resentments which only surfaced later in your adult life. Or there may have been
emotional or physical abuse. These experiences are so painful that they are often
suppressed from consciousness, and buried deep in the psyche. It is important as you
progress through life to move past the resentment caused by early wounding into a
more conscious and compassionate reconciliation with the walled off parts of your own
nature. In order to make progress here, deep psychological process of some variety is
strongly indicated, perhaps through therapy, and the issues that come up in close
interpersonal relationship often represent a catalyst and provide guideposts for
constructive change. Of course it does take work. If you shrink from the task, you may
take heart in the fact that these issues will remain, and eventually you will find the way
to deal with them. The effort is enormous, but the rewards are just as great. Once you
have begun to make conscious the pain and alienation surrounding events from the
long buried past, through the agency of this relationship, you can begin to truly be of
help others as well as yourselves.

Composite Moon in conjunction 
(within 0.1 degrees) with Uranus 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.

With this aspect between composite Moon and Uranus, your relationship has an
eccentric and unique home base. Your connection is likely to be an unusual one, with a
strong intuitive link between you. Things are never dull, although the resulting emotional
instability can represent a challenge if one of you attempts to stay within the bounds of
a more conservative approach. In a business partnership, you may have come together
around the concept of new ways of living. Novelty excites you both. In a romantic
connection, you are likely to be extremely honest with each other, and this is a high
virtue, although you may find that it gets a little abrasive from time to time. If you can
manage to solidify your connection, fresh thoughts and lightening-like exchanges can
clear the air like a good storm, washing away the debris and inspiring you to take your
emotional involvement to new levels. You don't do well with anything resembling
boredom. You may change your residence frequently, or be always starting new
projects and adventures. Sudden mood swings could also make it difficult to experience
stability together. You may find that you need to take space emotionally from each other
at times, and this is actually healthy for you in the context of this particular relationship.
You may frequently find, for example, that your plans regarding any shared space that
you have together change rather suddenly. You benefit when you take advantage of
what this relationship brings, learn to trust in its ebb and flow, and balance your need
for security with your urge for freedom and experimentation.

Composite Venus in strong opposition 



(within 7.8 degrees) with Mars 

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction;
integration is the challenge.

This aspect between composite Mars and Venus indicates fireworks in your relationship
that will inevitably show up, especially when there are other solid links in place between
you. In a romantic relationship, you are likely to feel a strong animal magnetism toward
each other. You tend to activate deeply held desires within each other and offer the
means to fulfill them. If you are friends or colleagues rather than lovers, there still
remains a noticeable air of charged chemistry around you. You may find that your
desire energies complement each other or there may perhaps be potential conflicts
between you in gratifying the ego needs that you each have. No matter what the nature
of your relationship may be, the lesson of this placement is to let go of future wants and
instead to stay very present with what is happening between you right now. You benefit
when you learn to enjoy that which quietly arises out of the present, and let the situation
build from there.

Composite Mercury in conjunction 
(within 0.8 degrees) with Venus 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.

This aspect between composite Mercury and Venus lends ease and charm to your
interactions. You two actually enhance each other's ability to communicate, often
finding just the right words to express a feeling. You are likely to drop into very creative
conversations together, and you write as well as you speak. Together, you are friendly
and sociable, with a strong leaning toward the artistic and beautiful side of life. Your
relationship exudes an extremely persuasive force in a quiet way. Just be sure not to
use the grace inherent in your communication to candy coat things that need to be
spoken in clear, strong light. Mercury and Venus aspects also address the background
of the relationship, the space between the words and the quality of the connection in
between direct encounters. With the conjunction, you two share a strong intuitive link
and tend to feel each other's presence even when you are days and worlds apart.

Composite Venus in semi-sextile 
(within 0.8 degrees) with Neptune 

The planetary energies attract each other, require effort, allow entry of new information.

With this conjunction between composite Venus and Neptune, your relationship
possesses a high degree of sensitivity that brings out great charm and generosity
between you. In a romantic connection, you are kind to each other, and enjoy the
company of others as well as your own. You profit by striving to maintain a



discriminating attitude. As a partnership you share a heightened sensitivity for the
suffering of all. You are likely to relate to people around you with compassion and
kindness.

Composite Venus in semi-sextile 
(within 0.8 degrees) with Pluto 

The planetary energies attract each other, require effort, allow entry of new information.

With this aspect between composite Venus and Pluto, your relationship has a magnetic
quality and a passionate intensity for shared interests and a shared focus on forming a
close emotional attachment with each other. You may experience challenge in marriage
and romantic partnership, and yet also gain great rewards in terms of healing your
mutual issues of closeness and dependency. Your intense feelings for each other can
lead to a harmonious blending of your energies, lending a powerful faith to your joint
activity. With wisdom and love, you can transform any difficult issues that you encounter
with each other into a growing and conscious act of sharing.

Other Natal Planets

Composite N Node in Taurus (23° Tau 59'R) 
Composite N Node in the Eighth House 

Lunar North Node in the Eighth House (or sign). South Node in the second house or
sign. This placement in a composite chart signifies that within this relationship you each
have an emphasis on personal transformation, and on deeply felt relationship with each
other. In the past, you might have paid a great deal of attention to ownership of property
and material things. Instead, your focus in the context of this relationship will become
sharing and intimacy. This may prove difficult for you, but the rewards are also great. As
your relationship unfolds, your desire as you mature will be more and more on how you
can be helpful to each other, and less and less on status, prestige or the accumulation
of riches or physical security. The sexual act itself can become a basis for your security,
and ultimately transformative as you relate to each other in a deeper and more spiritual
way. You also may develop a mutual interest in occult practices as a means of
deepening your understanding of the psychological realm that lies between you. Your
evolutionary payoff comes from accepting the deep and universal connection with
others that is the root truth of the social condition. You are learning through the
experience of this relationship that, beyond the material world, you are part of a much
larger context.

Composite Lunar North Node in Taurus (or the second house). South Node in the
eighth house or sign. This placement in a composite chart signifies that within this
relationship you each are somewhat focused around the issues of money and material



possessions. In a previous period, or past lifetime, you were concerned with the
utilization of other people's resources rather than your own. You also may have gotten
involved with occult practices, or engaged in deep and even taboo relations with others,
factors that shaped your past, and the residue of which still colors your present life
experience. Now, in this lifetime, and in the context of this relationship, you must learn
to marshall your own forces and be a resource unto yourself. You are in the process of
clarifying your values, based on a new feeling of independence, having come through
the fires of hell, as it were, in order to establish a more stable and lasting sense of your
own self-worth.

Other Aspects

Composite Mercury in strong opposition 
(within 0.8 degrees) with Mars 

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction;
integration is the challenge.

This aspect between composite Mercury and Mars greatly increases your shared
mental energies, and gives the relationship an intelligent and ambitious edge. You may
want to watch out for a tendency to jump to conclusions. Together, you can be
opinionated, even argumentative, or share a tendency toward nervous overreaction.
You are apt to be rash in speech with each other, even argumentative, exhibiting a
strong drive to succeed. You work well together when you take this directive energy and
channel it out into the world rather than into infighting over trifles. You share a sharp
tongue and a ready wit, and it benefits you to focus on creative and humorous
expression rather than on finding fault with each other or being unnecessarily
outspoken. As a partnership you are determined and intelligent, and this combination of
qualities allows your communication to take you far in life, especially if you develop
receptivity and learn to value the opinions of others.

Composite Jupiter in strong square 
(within 7.7 degrees) with Saturn 

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards
through effort over time.

This aspect brings to the relationship a serious and conscientious quality with however
a tendency toward the impractical. Though the two of you are motivated to achieve
success, you will likely run into some self-imposed barriers on the road to achieving it.
There may be a gap between your ambition and what you actually can accomplish. You
tend not to be content with the extent of your responsibilities until you have taken on too
much, leading to the problem of actually fulfilling these obligations. As a partnership,



you also may have too limited and narrow a view of your potential, so that you aim too
low, and garner less than you are capable of. This could lead to problems with material
well being, or a tendency toward being too cautious and thrifty for your own good. Your
relationship benefits from cultivating a more confident and generous attitude, and
finding greater contentment with your present resources.

Composite Neptune in strong sextile 
(within 0.2 degrees) with Pluto 

The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.

This aspect between composite Neptune and Pluto is a generational aspect that many
of your contemporaries will share, and indicates a relationship that is very attuned into
the collective, both in its conscious and more unconscious aspects. You share a subtle
intuition and unusually clear insight into others. Because the influence of the
unconscious is especially strong in your relationship, it benefits you both to connect
with your deepest, highest selves in order to be happy. You are part of a dawning
awareness that we that cannot help but be part of creating a new paradigm for life on
planet earth. You function at your best together when you are in service to the world,
helping increase awareness of interconnectedness and oneness.

Composite Mercury in semi-sextile 
(within 0.3 degrees) with Neptune 

The planetary energies attract each other, require effort, allow entry of new information.

This aspect between composite Mercury and Neptune indicates a clever and
imaginative relationship that exudes a subtle charm. You tend to communicate with
each other in visionary and poetic ways, and together you share a deep appreciation of
the arts, the imagination and the mystery, although there is also at least the potential for
deceptive illusion between you. You can mutually profit from learning to clearly channel
the truth that arises out of your joint thought process, being careful to discriminate the
ideal and the sensible in day-to-day mundane issues. Then you can allow yourselves to
reap the full benefit and inspiration of this placement without suffering unnecessarily
from bumping up against the reality of practical concerns.

Composite Mars in inconjunct 
(within 0.6 degrees) with Neptune 

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates;
discrimination must be employed.

This aspect between composite Mars and Neptune brings to your relationship a strong
idealism and psychic sensitivity together with an inclination to mysticism and the arts.



As a duo you are drawn to the subtle and the ethereal. You may also experience a
degree of confusion, so that you struggle to find the balance between the practical and
the ideal. In a romantic connection, there may be powerful ideals of attraction between
you, and your action and goal orientation within the partnership may border at times on
deception or illusion. You benefit from keeping your communication very clear in order
to achieve greater conscious awareness of your inner motivation. As a partnership you
benefit from clarifying your aims, and learning to focus your intention in order to
become a channel for its higher use in your own life and the life of society around you.

Composite Mars in inconjunct 
(within 0.6 degrees) with Pluto 

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates;
discrimination must be employed.

With this aspect between composite Mars and Pluto, your relationship has a passionate
intensity and also the potential for conflict. There is a powerful connection between you
based around the concept of self-assertion, either yours or your partner's, and one
reason that you have come together at this time is to attempt to heal this issue in your
lives. In a romantic connection, your sexual magnetism and activity is likely to be
strong, as well as issues of power and control that are likely to crop up between you.
The pattern of your relationship may be such that one of you appears timid or unsure to
the other partner much of the time, since the power urge when problematic commonly
hides deep underground, but there is the potential for sudden bursts of anger when
repressed emotion finally finds its way to the surface. These issues will come up in the
course of this relationship for the ultimate purpose of working them out and eventual
healing. It is of course quite helpful when you both stay as conscious as you can
regarding the underlying dynamic of your reactions. It profoundly benefits your
relationship if you each can move away from blame and outbursts of resentment or
rage, and instead tune into your inner process, or simply surrender to Spirit and the
beyond. This simple act can make you feel a little more humble and a lot more whole.

Composite Jupiter in trine 
(within 2.5 degrees) with Midheaven 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

This aspect between composite Jupiter and the Midheaven brings a joyful recognition
between you and good luck with the direction your relationship will take. It may feel like
you can move mountains together, and a good attitude is half the battle, although you
may tend to gloss over the drawbacks along the way to a proposed outcome. It is best
to temper your joyful expectations with a healthy dose of pessimism and reality
checking before final launch. You also may have a joint urge for taking in the broader
point of view that comes with extended travel, while teaching and learning together are



also likely to be a strong part of your relationship experience. All in all, this aspect is a
most favorable one for success in reaching your goals.

Composite Sun in weak conjunction 
(within 0.4 degrees) with Jupiter 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.

With this conjunction between composite Sun and Jupiter, your relationship has an
optimistic and expansive quality that steadily whispers possibility. If together you
believe it can happen, it often does. As a partnership you are likely to be spiritually
motivated, offering warmth and generosity to each other and to those around you. You
also may share executive abilities. In working as a team, honors and material success
are likely to accompany you. You benefit when you remember to pace yourselves, and
keep in mind the limitations of your actual physical situation. Together you are attracted
to higher learning, the fine arts and travel. The house involved with this placement may
well indicate the arena of life that will become the most successful part of your
partnership together.

Composite Sun in weak trine 
(within 5.5 degrees) with Midheaven 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

With this aspect between composite Sun and the Midheaven, your relationship has a
concentrated focus on intention and a powerful achievement orientation. This is a great
placement for business partnerships and for friendships with a mutual goal in mind. In a
romantic relationship, you have a commonality of vision that is helpful, and an active
orientation to joint projects that you wish to undertake. You may wind up in business
together, or provide excellent support each other in your individual career objectives. As
a partnership you are likely to be in agreement on where the relationship is headed,
and determined in promoting your joint agenda. Your higher purpose would seem to lie
in advancing the cause of social as well as personal goals.

Composite Moon in weak conjunction 
(within 11.0 degrees) with Venus 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.

This conjunction between composite Moon and Venus brings a loving, calm and steady
presence to your relationship. You two go out of your way to please and accommodate
each other and tend to take special care of each other's feelings. You may make better
dreamers than doers, but that shouldn't stand in your way; since you travel far on your
good vibes alone. This is a wonderful aspect for a romantic connection, and also serves



well for parents or for professional colleagues working in an artistic environment. One of
the most positively blessed of all the composite aspects, it can make up for other more
challenging ones.

Composite Moon in weak conjunction 
(within 0.8 degrees) with Jupiter 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.

This conjunction between composite Moon and Jupiter gives your relationship an
optimistic and emotionally nurturing quality. A key word for this symbolism is
"abundance," and this placement can make up for many other type of difficulties
between you. In working together, you are likely to have a surplus of kind and nurturing
feelings for each other , and maintain a strong desire for emotional closeness. When
one of you starts to run spiritually dry, the other will generally have enough enthusiasm
left over to pull you both up again . As a partnership you possess an inherent
spirituality, displayed not in philosophy, but in acts of love and caring that may place
your relationship at the epicenter of a big family or a large circle of friends. You work
well with the public, and attract money and material rewards without seeming to try for
them. This enthusiastic abundance also spills out in your emotional expression with
each other, which tends toward the ebullient. It benefits you to slow down every once in
a while, and give yourselves a chance to fully digest all this big expression.

Composite Moon in weak square 
(within 0.1 degrees) with Saturn 

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards
through effort over time.

With this aspect between composite Moon and Saturn, your relationship has a
responsible, centered and hard-working basis that also might be experienced as a
blockage of emotional connection between you. Regardless of how either of you
behave on your own, you may find that together, you respond to each other in unusually
formal, or even rigid, ways. Watch for a tendency to withhold feelings, or to stop
yourselves before completing a thought or an action. This formality tends to work well in
a professional environment. In a romantic relationship, it benefits you to consciously
work through this potentially strange sense of rigidity, putting extra effort into the
enthusiastic mining of your feelings You may reflect for each other problems you both
experienced with the parental care and guidance received as children. You benefit
when you learn to cultivate a deeper understanding of yourselves and to discover the
roots of your being. This leads to real security and true self-acceptance. When you feel
a tendency to slow down or stop in your expression with each other, it benefits you both
to push forward. You will likely be surprised at just how much more you get out of the
relationship, and of life, in the process.



Composite Moon in weak trine 
(within 3.4 degrees) with Midheaven 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

With this aspect between composite Moon and the Midheaven, your relationship has a
strong emotional basis with the possibility of a domestic or parenting focus. You have a
very soft appeal to each other, in friendship or a romantic connection. If the latter, this is
one of the best indications for a shared vision of living together and starting a family.
The Moon here indicates that the mothering and feminine side of each of you is a
strong part of your relationship equation and that you have commonly held goals there.
The sexual chemistry between you may not sizzle, but it is steady and sweet, and your
union definitely percolates through your lives in many ways to enrich you both. This
makes for a very nurturing relationship in general. You will be prone to take care of
each other through the course of time, and of others around you that you connect with
as a partnership. You may work together to develop a vehicle for your caring and
socially oriented values such as a plan to feed large groups of people. In any case you
will be supportive of such values as may be in the process of emerging on the world
scene.

Composite Venus in weak conjunction 
(within 0.8 degrees) with Uranus 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.

This aspect between composite Venus and Uranus brings to your relationship an
eccentric and unconventional method of relating to each other, with a unique ability to
come together in new ways. There is something very immediate about the connection
between the two of you. You tend to immediately see in each other what you need in
order to justify committing to an exploration of further possibilities, whether a business
or a more personal connection. In a romantic context, you will likely explore,
experiment, and explore some more. You just won't be able to put what you have into
any kind of box. You may find that independence is as much of a key to this relationship
as togetherness, or that you swing back and forth between the two extremes. When it's
hot, it's hot... and when it's not, let it go and trust it will come back around again. You
may find your ideal rhythm involves sharing time in potent but irregular doses. You two
are likely to be enthusiastic socially and to love the stimulation and excitement of new
contacts . In a romantic relationship you may have to allow for the possibility of other
connections rather than attempting a traditional one-on-one approach. Your potential
with each other is also quite variable, making it hard to know exactly where this
relationship is headed. You benefit when you can bring a more consistent focus to your
many interests and activities together, and when you allow space for your shared need
for freedom.



Composite Jupiter in weak opposition 
(within 2.5 degrees) with Chiron 

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction;
integration is the challenge.

With this aspect in your composite chart you are likely to be engaged in a relationship
that has a strong connection with it's own unique brand of spirituality. One or both of
you may have been wounded in your inherited beliefs in some way; perhaps in your
early life you may have been forced into relationship with some sort of spiritual
community to which you did not feel a deep bond. If so, this issue remains to haunt you
to a greater or lesser extent in your adult life, and it is likely that this relationship will
have a positive affect on the situation. Through conversations and activities with your
partner, you may well feel your way into a different and more fulfilling connection with
the divine, as manifesting in each of your hearts and minds, although not necessarily
from the standpoint of any other societal group. Together you have an abiding interest
in matters of religion and philosophy, although this is likely to represent your own style
of spiritual involvement rather than any form of spiritual institution.

Composite Uranus in weak opposition 
(within 1.2 degrees) with Chiron 

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction;
integration is the challenge.

With this aspect in your composite chart your relationship has a strong spiritual
connection with it's own unique brand of philosophical outlook. As a partnership, you
are likely to be prone to sudden insights and departures from consensus thinking. One
or both of you probably has an unusual combination of personality traits in which you
are very unconventional yet also somewhat unsure of yourself in your very departure
from the rest of society, so that you may surprisingly show flashes of a conservative
side. You are likely to have brilliant and refreshingly unconventional minds, and this
combination of personality traits may have drawn you to each other in the first place.
Now you can form a conspiracy of two that defeats the pressure to conform that
constantly comes at you from the surrounding social setting. In this way, and with this
very important support for each other, your relationship can be extraordinarily healing
for you both, especially in the area of your own uncertainties regarding your resistance
to the straight and narrow. You have a creative perspective that allows you to go far in
pursuing your own unique brand of spirituality.

Composite Neptune in weak opposition 
(within 4.6 degrees) with Midheaven 

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction;



integration is the challenge.

This aspect between composite Neptune and the Midheaven brings to your relationship
a strong idealistic streak and an almost psychic sensitivity to each other along with a
fascination with mysticism and the arts. As a partnership you may have musical or
poetical inclinations or achieve much together in the helping professions, although
perhaps through the path of struggle rather than of ease. There is also the potential for
self-sacrifice on the part of one or both of you. In a romantic partnership, your joint
intention for the relationship may be unclear, or there could be an element of deception,
perhaps entirely unintentional, that enters into the situation. You are also likely to be
susceptible to suggestion with each other. One or both of you may exhibit escapist
tendencies in which this relationship participates, representing a world of fantasy rather
than one of responsibility. It benefits you to clarify your goals and where you are
heading as a partnership. You will not be content with an ordinary relationship, but must
seek out some compelling reason for being together that is a real calling, perhaps of a
metaphysical or spiritual nature.

Composite Pluto in weak trine 
(within 1.3 degrees) with Midheaven 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.

This aspect between composite Pluto and the Midheaven brings to your relationship a
passionate intensity and also a great potential for personal evolution. There is a depth
to your connection with each other that may not seem obvious on the surface, but
which over time you find is there. In a romantic connection, the possibility is there for
adherence to and departure from issues of who has the authority at any given moment.
The sexual arena is one place that these control issues may manifest. As a partnership
you make a dedicated and charismatic pairing, and can accomplish great things
together once you figure out where and how far you want to go in order to make your
strongest contribution to the society that surrounds you.

Glossary

Ascendant: The point in the sky of the Eastern horizon. In the chart, the Ascendant is
represented by the horizontal line at the left hand side of the chart which crosses
between the Twelfth and First Houses. The sign on the Ascendant is also referred
to as the Rising Sign.

Aspects: When the relative positions of two planets in the horoscope form a significant
angle with each other, they are said to be in aspect with one another. The type and
quality of the aspect is determined by the number of degrees between the two
planets and is only considered significant if it is within a narrow range of degrees,



or orb. A list of the aspects used in this report is given below.

Conjunction — 0° ± 8 degrees Square — 90° ± 8 degrees
Opposition — 180° ± 8 degrees Sextile — 60° ± 6 degrees
Trine — 120° ± 8 degrees Inconjunct — 150° ± 4 degrees

Chart Comparison: An astrological technique in which the planets of two individuals are
shown in a bi-wheel chart, one within the other. This allows the inter-aspects
between the two charts to be examined.

Composite Chart: An astrological technique in which the midpoints of two individuals'
planetary positions are used to create a third chart, the composite chart, which is
then interpreted as the chart of the relationship itself as an independent entity.

Horoscope: Originally horoscope referred to the astrological chart itself, but is now
popularly used to refer to the description of how current planetary positions are
affecting you personally, as in "your monthly horoscope."

Midheaven: The point in the sky directly overhead relative to the position on Earth. In
the chart, the Midheaven is represented by the vertical line at the top of the chart
between the Ninth and Tenth Houses.

Natal: From Latin, meaning of or pertaining to birth; therefore your birth chart, or
planetary positions at birth.

Nodes: The Lunar Nodes are the two points where the Moon's orbital path crosses the
plane of the ecliptic (the plane of the Earth's orbit around the Sun). Symbolically
they represent talents and life path, or destiny.

Planets: In astrology, the word planets is used to describe astrologically significant
points in the sky which includes the Sun and Moon, as well as many objects that
are not currently astronomically defined as planets such as Chiron and Pluto.

Transits: Aspects formed between the current positions of the planets and the positions
of your natal planets at the time and place you were born.


